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Nearly everybody I see driving
a car nowadays is talking on a cell
phone.
This certainly isn’t news to you.
And don’t go thinking this is going
to be another diatribe about the
inherent danger of driving and
using the phone at the same time.
I’ll leave that
battle to someone who can
come up with a
better argument
than the one
that should be
pretty obvious.
THE WORDSMITH
It’s just that
I see the cell
phone epidemic running rampant
everywhere. In restaurants where
whole families talk to their phones
rather than to each other. In movie
theaters. Even on the way into
church, with folks getting a last little
communication fix that will have to
last a whole hour.
I sometimes wonder what those
cell phone chatterers would do if

How a tough prosecutor
helped expose our broken
state prison system

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

Before cell phones, land lines, touch tone and dial phones.
technology was magically transI went into. And I wandered pretty
ported back in time about a half
freely.
century.
That one phone per household
Up in Oakwood, the little piney
was a bulky thing as ugly as a
woods town where I grew up, every
mud clod and as heavy as a boat
house had one telephone when I
anchor. And, for some unfathomwas a kid. At least every house that
(Continued on Page 4)

Some better news about this year’s hurricane season
By David Fleshler
Sun Sentinel (TNS)

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — A
closely watched hurricane forecast
provided some good news despite
a premature start to hurricane
season.
Colorado State University
announced a slight reduction in its
initial forecast for hurricane season
and now calls for six hurricanes
rather than seven. The university’s
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Tropical Meteorology Project also
reduced its forecast for major hurricanes — those with winds of 111
mph or higher — from three to two.
The university cited the likely
absence of El Niño, a warming of
the Pacific Ocean west of South
America that causes high-altitude
windshear that tears apart incipient
hurricanes. And it said unusually
cool temperatures in the Atlantic
Ocean would deprive hurricanes of
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the warm water that fuels them.
Despite the recent appearance
of Subtropical Storm Alberto, a full
week before the “official” start of
the season, the Colorado forecast
reduced the number of likely storms
from slightly above-average prediction issued April 5.
The Colorado State forecast
falls at the low end of a forecast
released last week by the National

(Continued on Page 9)

I was wandering the hallways of
the Brazoria County courthouse on
a Friday afternoon in 1984, making
some records checks that I didn’t
have the time to do earlier. And I ran
into first assistant district attorney
John Davis.
I had been
on the Houston
Chronicle payroll
for less than a
year, covering
the Brazoria
County area. I
RAMBLINGS was 28, full of
drive, and always
looking for a good story. Davis and I
got to talking about the Texas Syndicate gang in state prisons.
“Stop by on Monday, and I’ll give
you the rundown on the Syndicate.
We have been prosecuting some of
them while the state keeps denying
its existence.” he said.
I stopped by his office that
Monday, and we talked for two
hours. He laid out in front of me
everything he had on the organization, which had filled a void left by
the elimination of the building tender
system.
Building tenders were inmates
who were assigned to guard other
inmates. A federal judge decided
that it was a brutal system and put a
stop to it.
Davis was District Attorney Jim
Mapel’s first assistant. We had come
to know each other during trials I
covered for the Chronicle that he
prosecuted. He and I had an agreement that when we talked it was off

(Continued on Page 6)
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How can you tell quickly that someone is drowning?
Mayo Clinic News
Network (TNS)

HONEY, IT’S NOT YOU, IT’S ME: A man whose wife reported
him missing told federal authorities that he was abducted and drugged
by a motorcycle gang when he was finally located by the side of a road in
Grafton, Va., after a massive search operation. He also said that the gang
members took him to a business he owned and robbed the safe. Surveillance footage debunked this, and his story fell apart. He finally admitted
that he had run off to join his mistress and start a new life.
A MOTHER’S DAY TO REMEMBER: A father and son in
Lakeland, Fla., got into an argument on Mother’s Day when the son
demanded that he be allowed to have more alcohol and pushed his
fist against his father’s face. As the lad was being arrested, his mother
shoved his father against a counter, and said, “How’s this for domestic
violence!?” The cops arrested her too.
WHAT MAKES YOU THINK IT WAS ME? A man who left
multiple voicemails threatening to blow up a mosque in Pembroke Pines,
Fla., was caught when police saw his name on caller ID.
WHEW! TRAGEDY AVERTED: A torrential thunderstorm toppled a
centuries-old tree that landed on a couples’ garage in Reston Va. Inside
the structure was a spare refrigerator, which contained their “good beer.”
Asked how they coped with the loss, the wife said, “We drank whiskey
instead.”
BUT HE MIGHT BEAT THE ‘ELUDING’ RAP: A man fleeing
the police in Daytona Beach, Fla., crashed into another vehicle, a power
pole, a fence and a barber shop, then jumped out of his pickup truck and
made a run for it. The cops caught him shortly afterward when his pants
fell to his ankles. He was charged with, among other things, “fleeing and
eluding.”
MOM, DAD? WHAT’S THE LOCKSMITH DOING HERE? A
couple in Camillus, N.Y., has gone to court to evict their 30-year-old son
from their residence. The process has been ongoing for about three
months, during which the father sent his son a letter saying, “After a
discussion with your Mother, we have decided that you must leave this
house immediately.” Thus far, the lad has refused to comply.
OH, SHOULD I NOT HAVE DONE THAT? A man was arrested
for using his cell phone to take upskirt photos of unsuspecting women
inside the Oklahoma City Walmart. He said that his attorney told him that
it is “perfectly legal” to do so in a public place. An officer said, “It was
explained to him clearly that it’s not.’
BY THE BEARD OF ODIN, I SHALL SMITE THEE! After county
welfare took custody of her child, a woman threatened an Indiana welfare
worker with a “Viking-style sword.”
PROBLEM SOLVED: A woman in Kurkhult, Sweden had the names
of her two children tattooed on her arm, but the artist misspelled one of
the names. When she was told that the removal would require several
painful procedures, she just changed the name of her son.

A sunny day at the
beach or pool can
take a dark turn in
seconds.
“Drowning in this
country remains
one of the leading
causes of accidental
death in children
and affects adults,
as well,” says Dr.
Michael Boniface,
a Mayo Clinic
emergency medicine
physician.
But Boniface says drowning usually doesn’t look how people expect
it to.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),

on average, more
than 10 people
die from drowning
each day, mostly
children. But there
isn’t usually the
splashing and
screaming you
see in movies.
“In most cases,
you don’t see a
struggle,” Boniface
says. “You just see
somebody under
the water or floating face down.”
But, in some cases, there is a
window of a few seconds where you
might notice some signs.
Drowning people won’t wave
their arms because their arms
instinctively push down to try and

get their heads above water. And a
drowning person is unable to make
any sound, so if a child is noticeably
quiet, that’s a red flag.
Boniface says the most important
thing you can do is take steps to
prevent a drowning. That means
limiting alcohol, fencing off a pool
and keeping an eye on kids in the
water.
“This involves close, constant
adult supervision – somebody
watching the water at all times,”
Boniface says.
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Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
SECRET OF SUCCESS
Q. A small number of people typically garner a large fraction of the
success (income, wealth, celebrity,
power) in society, sometimes called
the “80/20 principle” or Pareto’s
Law. On the other hand, the distribution of talent (skill, intelligence,
creativity, tenacity) generally follows
a bell-shaped curve. If success
is due to talent, as commonly
assumed, then why isn’t the distribution of success also bell-shaped?
A. The mysterious hidden
factor may be simple luck, argues
psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman
on the “Scientific American” Blog
Network. “I have spent my entire
career studying the psychological
characteristics that predict achievement and creativity. While I have
found that traits such as passion,
perseverance, intellectual curiosity and openness to experience do
significantly explain differences in
success, I am often intrigued by
just how much of the variance is
often left unexplained.” From recent
social science studies come these
findings:
(1) People with easy-to-pronounce names are judged more
positively than those with difficult-topronounce names.

(2) The display of middle initials
increases positive evaluations of
people’s intelligence.
(3) Academicians with last names
earlier in the alphabet are more
likely to receive tenure at leading
universities.
Based on a recent computer
simulation study of the interaction
between talent and luck, Kaufman
concludes that, surprisingly, “The
most talented individuals were rarely
the most successful. Generally,
the most successful agents tended
to be those who were only slightly
above average in talent but with a
lot of luck in their lives.”
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY?
Q. What’s the secret to people
with a photographic memory?
A. No secret at all, because
they don’t really have a photographic memory, reports “How It
Works: Book of Amazing Science.”
Although many people claim its
possession, no case has ever been
confirmed of anyone remembering
anything in perfect detail. “Some
people are able to hold an image
in their mind for a short time after it
has been taken away, a phenomenon known as eidetic memory, but
the picture is not as perfect as a
photograph.”
BIRTH OF WORDS
Q. English is a living language,
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adding new words for new ideas,
inventions and concepts. Here are
four coined words with the year of
their first use: “boondoggle” (1929),
“droog” (1962), “frumious” (1871)
and “hotsy-totsy” (1920s). Do you
know their meanings and their
coiners?
A. We’re all too familiar with
“boondoggle,” “a pointless project
funded as a political favor,” but
another definition reveals the coiner:
it’s also “a braided cord, made of
plastic strips, fabric, etc,” coined by
scoutmaster Robert H. Link, writes
Anu Garg on his “A.Word.A.Day”
web site. The more common meaning is traced to a 1935 “New York
Times” article quoting someone critical of a New Deal program, saying
to train the jobless to make handicrafts was a “boondoggle.” And
for “droog,” you can credit Anthony
Burgess, who in his novel “A Clockwork Orange” used it to refer to “a
member of a gang,” “a henchman,”
from Russian “drug” (friend).
Next, blending “fuming” and
“furious,” Lewis Carroll created
“frumious” for the poem “Jabberwocky” (from the book “Through the
Looking Glass”). Did you guess
it relates to being very angry?
Finally, from the man who gave us
“heebie-jeebies” (a minor fright)
comes “hotsy-totsy,” meaning “just
right”; or “pretentious.” The coiner
is cartoonist Billy DeBeck, famed for
his comic strip “Barney Google and
Snuffy Smith.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin
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Of time, telephones, eternity and Mrs. Appleton
(Continued from Page 1)

able reason, it was always located
in the most inconvenient part of the
house. Ours sat in a curved wall
niche in a narrow hallway directly
under a big attic fan that rattled like
a freight train when it was on. And
it was on all spring and summer.
There was no room in there for a
chair, so we had to stand up to yell
into that phone.
It was as if some strong puritanical code forbade placing a telephone in some comfortable place,
like beside an armchair or, God
forbid, by a bed.

Our phone had no dial, just a
glossy smooth front, and you had
to crank a little handle on its side to
engage it. Then you lifted the heavy
handset and told Mrs. Appleton, the
operator, who you wanted to talk to.
Say, I’d ask to speak to my friend
Chris Stevens and Mrs. Appleton
would connect us or she’d tell me
that the Stevens had driven over to
Palestine for the afternoon.
Everybody kept Mrs. Appleton
updated as to their whereabouts.
She called everyone “honey”, and
she was a great font of information.
Sometimes too much.

One time my mother, who had
come to our little town from a much
larger one that had dial telephones,
had asked to be connected to some
lady who lived out near the Nineveh
community because she’d heard
that she had a sewing machine for
sale.
The Nineveh woman’s husband
was a butter and egg man, the rural
equivalent of a milkman, and Mrs.
Appleton told my mother “you don’t
buy your butter and eggs from them,
honey.” Then she’d reminded my
mother who she did use.
It made my mother so angry that
she didn’t call anybody for the better
part of a week. After all, she told us
at the supper table, Mrs. Appleton
didn’t have absolute power, and
certainly not when it came to where
we got our eggs.
I liked Mrs. Appleton, and so did
everyone else in town. Even my
mother, except for that one week.
Anyway, I have to wonder what
this current cell phone society would
make of one phone in the middle of
the house, with a human being on

the other end of the line who had to
direct the call.
I even dreamed about it once.
I was at the Pearly Gates and,
instead of Saint Peter, there was
just that old black telephone on top
of a short marble column. When I
picked up the handset, a familiar
voice asked me where I wanted to
go.
And I had to smile, in that dream,
since it turned out that Mrs. Appleton ended up having considerably
more clout than my mother ever
suspected.
[This first ran as a Sunday morning newspaper column and then
in a collection published by TCU

Press in 2009 titled Sundays with
Ron Rozelle, an unfortunate title
which probably led some readers to
believe it was a devotional guide.]
Ron Rozelle’s columns can be
accessed at ronrozellewordsmith
.wordpress.com. He is the author
of “Writer’s Digest’s Write Great
Fiction: Description & Setting,”
and nine other books of fiction and
nonfiction.
The first ever telephone
appeared in 1877 in Wisconsin.
The first phone call was between
Alexander Graham Bell and his
assistant Thomas Watson. He said:
“Watson come here, I want you!”
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Try not to scratch that mosquito bite U.S. has no plans to mandate autonomous-vehicle technology
Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

They are a common summer
nuisance. Mosquitoes are pesky
parasites leaving bite marks that
can be unbearable to itch. So what’s
the best way to stop yourself from
scratching?
Jason Howland
has the answer
from a Mayo
Clinic expert in
this Mayo Clinic
Minute.
There are millions of mosquitoes swarming
this summer,
sucking blood
and leaving itchy,
red bumps on the
skin.
“Their saliva deposits in the skin
from where the bite is, and it’s causing a reaction to that saliva,” says
Dr. Summer Allen, a Mayo Clinic
family physician.
Allen says some of the tried-andtrue home remedies for treating
mosquito bites work well. Calamine
lotion, over-the-counter hydro-

cortisone cream and even a cold
compress can ease the itch.
“It’s going to sooth and kind of
calm down that intense burning and
inflammation that they’re feeling in
their skin,” says Allen.
And, while it’s
not always easy,
it’s important to
keep the itching
to a minimum.
“If they scratch
it hard enough,
or depending on
what they use
to scratch their
skin, they can
cause a break in
their skin,” says
Allen. “They can
develop a bacterial infection.”
Although using insect repellent and other prevention tips can
reduce your chances of being bit,
really, getting at least one skeeter
bite this summer is almost inevitable.
“Time takes care of it, and try to
do your best not to scratch it if you
can,” says Allen.

The Philadelphia Inquirer (TNS)

PHILADELPHIA — Preparing for
autonomous vehicles on American
roads will mean more than getting
used to being in a car without a
steering wheel.
Corporations, planners, and
regulators are already contending
with the technology’s implications,
and thorny questions.
What do the police do if there’s
an accident involving two vehicles
with no drivers?
Who is held liable when an
autonomous vehicle errs?
The task of the federal government is to ensure that the technol-

ogy is safe, convince the public of
the technology’s potential and allow
developers latitude to explore a
still-evolving industry, said Federal
Highway Administration’s acting
administrator Brandye Hendrickson.
“We don’t want to mandate the
technology because we don’t want
to hinder innovation,” she said.
Researchers at the University
of Pennsylvania are devising
what amounts to a driver’s test for
autonomous vehicle software that’s
able to simulate driving conditions in
virtual reality, something researchers say could be a valuable check
on a technology that is moving

faster than government regulation.
“We’ve had 37,000 fatalities on
U.S. roads (a year),” Hendrickson
said. “Every single life lost is one too
many but the promise that innovation holds I think gives us hope. We
do have to balance that hope with
the reality that further testing and
refining the technology and making
sure the public is ready is also
critical.”
Hendrickson did say there is a
need for more uniformity in standards. Currently, with each state
setting its own guidelines (29 states
have passed some form of autonomous vehicle-related legislation),
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How a local prosecutor helped expose our broken state prison system
(Continued from Page 1)

the record unless we agreed that it
wasn’t. He had a story to tell about
the Syndicate, and I was all ears.
He told me about a case that was
at the time on appeal in Houston
and suggested that I go pull the
testimony and read it. He laid out
in detail what he knew about the
gang. I took a lot of notes, which
took hours to organize them before
I sent a message over to the editors

pitching the story. It needed lots of
developing. This was the first step.
Start working on it, my editor
said. Another reporter based in
Huntsville, Frank Klimko, was also
assigned to it.
One of the first things Klimko did
was get official statements from
prison officials denying the existence of the gang. That part was
easy. They had been denying it all
along.

My Answer by Billy Graham

Curiousity about apostles satisfied in Bible

Q: How many apostles were
there? I had always heard 12, but
then someone told me Paul was
also an apostle, although he didn’t
follow Jesus until later. I guess
it doesn’t really matter, but I’ve
always been curious about things
in the Bible. - D.T.H.
A: The word “apostle” literally
means “one who is sent out,” and
it was first applied to the little
band of 12 disciples who were
with Jesus during His earthly
ministry, and then commissioned
to preach the Gospel.
After Jesus’ resurrection and
ascension into heaven, these
apostles gave leadership to the
growing community of Christians.
(After Judas betrayed Jesus
and committed suicide, another
disciple was chosen to take his
place, keeping the number at 12,
thus recalling the original 12 tribes
of Israel.)
Later, others (such as Paul
and Barnabas) were also called

apostles, because they too had
met Jesus and were sent out by
Him to preach the Gospel.
Only someone who’d known
Jesus personally could be called
a true apostle. They not only had
heard His teachings and seen
His miracles, but they also had
witnessed His death and resurrection. Because of this, people could
trust their message about Christ,
and in time their inspired writings
became the books of the New
Testament. Therefore, our faith is
secure, “built on the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, with
Christ Jesus himself as the chief
cornerstone” (Ephesians 2:20).
Never lose your curiosity about
what the Bible says; God wants
you to grow in your understanding of its truth. But don’t just be
curious!
It contains the answers to life’s
deepest questions, because it
points us to Jesus Christ. Put your
faith and trust in Him, and then
ask God to help you grow closer
to Him and become more like Him
every day.
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

Meanwhile, I went back to Davis
to get some more details and
quotes. I went to the appellate
court in Houston and read the case
to which he referred me. The trial
testimony was all there in black
and white, describing how the gang
operated inside prisons. I was copying until closing and took voluminous notes.
We looked at other cases and
conducted interviews for the story,
shooting for a Sunday deadline.
The story was done and was being

edited. We needed just one more
thing – a picture of a Syndicate
tattoo on the arm of an inmate.
Klimko worked his sources and
found a photo. But the tattoo was
on the arm of a dead inmate. The
editors then came up with another
dilemna. Do we tell readers that
the tattooed arm belonged to a
dead inmate, or do we just use it
for information purposes to prove
our point that the prison system had
been lying? They decided to just
use the photo with no mention of the
dead inmate.
On that Sunday, the story broke
on top of Page 1, with the tattooed

arm right next to it. It was picked
up by news wire services and just
about every TV station in the state.
The prison system then denied that
they had denied the existence of
this murderous gang, but that didn’t
matter. The process of cleaning up
the gang activity had begun.
Thank you, John Davis, for your
service, and your efforts to correct
the record and help reform Texas
prisons. I have not forgotten what
you did. There is no telling how
many lives you saved.
May you rest in peace.
John Joseph Davis
November 22, 1944 - June 16, 2018

Alzheimer’s awareness program starts in West Brazoria County
Last year, when the Gathering
Place updated projected statistics
for Alzheimer’s in Brazoria County,
group leaders realized that citizens
west of the Brazos needed information about normal aging and memory
disorders.
Demographic data indicated that
26-29 percent of people in the cities
of West Columbia, Sweeny, and
Brazoria were over the age of 65,
according to Dale Libby, CEO of the
Gathering Place.
“Statistically, that means there
are about 600 people who have
Alzheimer’s or a related disorder in
West county, and most are probably
not diagnosed,” Libby said.
The volunteer group applied for
and received a Lowrey Community
Service Grant to pay for a series of
educational events to be held in the
tri-city area, he said.
The Brazoria County Alzheimer’s
Awareness Project partners with
other non-profit organizations to
meet their educational outreach
goals, Libby explained.
He invited Sweeny Hospital, the
Brazoria County Library System,
Texas A&M AgriLife, and the City of
West Columbia to partner with the
Alzheimer’s non-profit group to stage
awareness events that would inform,
educate, entertain, and provide compelling reasons for early detection.
From July 10-20, the group will
present a series of six library-based
events where those attending can
see video interviews with the world’s
best-known doctors. They include
the author of ‘Grain Brain;’ the
doctor who discovered coconut oil
as therapy; researchers who are
using ketogenic diets as treatment
for cancer, ALS, Parkinson’s, stroke;

obesity, diabetes, as well as AD; and
the researcher who has reversed
Alzheimer’s in hundreds of patients
are among the doctors featured.
On Aug. 24, a free four-hour
Alzheimer’s Caregiver Conference
and Resource Fair featuring speakers, exercise instructors, exhibits,
and lunch will be held at the West
Columbia Civic Center.
“Over the summer, we want to
assure West county seniors that
most memory problems are caused

by stress or a physical condition
which can be cured.
In early stages of Alzheimer’s,
there are lifestyle adaptations which
can significantly slow progression of
the disease, or perhaps reverse any
memory loss,” Libby said.
“Ten years ago, we didn’t know
that anything could be done about
Alzheimer’s, but now we know with
early intervention, a lot can be done
to affect outcomes. We offer help,
and hope.”
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Let’s talk trade deficits and how they affect us, the country
By Jill Schlesinger

Tribune Content Agency

After the U.S. imposed previously
announced tariffs (25 percent on
steel and 10 percent on aluminum)
on the European Union, Canada
and Mexico last month, a number
of you wrote to me and asked me
to explain the bottom line when it
comes to trade deficits.
I know that the rhetoric around
trade has been tough to absorb, so
here’s my attempt to provide some
simple trade answers.
What is a trade deficit?
A trade deficit occurs when a
nation imports more than it exports.
For instance, in 2017, the United

States imported a record $2.9 trillion
dollars’ worth of goods and services,
while it exported $2.3 trillion, which
amounted to a trade deficit of $566
billion dollars in goods and services,
the highest trade deficit since 2008.
What does the U.S. import?
There are billions of categories of
what comes into the country, but it is
mostly capital goods, like computers
and telecom equipment; consumer
goodies, like apparel, electronic
devices, and automobiles; and
crude oil.
What’s the breakdown of
goods vs. services?
The U.S. deficit in goods stands
at $810 billion, while there was a

$244 billion surplus in services.
Why is the U.S. trade deficit
increasing?
During good economic times,
companies and consumers spend
more, especially on products made
overseas. Strange as it may seem,
the Trump administration’s own tax
policy may be contributing to the
current trade deficit, because those
cuts have led to more spending,
more imports and less savings.
Additionally, the strengthening
U.S. economy has led to higher
interest rates, which makes foreign
investors more eager to place their
money in the United States, another
contributing factor to the deficit.
What does the U.S. export?
The U.S. economy is driven
primarily by services, such as tourism, intellectual property, education and finance, which make up
roughly one-third of exports. But the
U.S. also exports aircraft, medical
equipment, refined petroleum and
agricultural commodities.
Are trade deficits bad?
Although Commerce Secretary
Wilbur Ross said that trade deficits
“weaken our economy,” economists say that it is not the case
that deficits mean the U.S. loses;
nor do surpluses mean the U.S.
wins. Imports have no effect on
GDP, positive or negative and most
economists say that trade boosts
the overall economy.
With which country does
the U.S. have the biggest
trade deficit?
China is at the top of the list,
according to the U.S. Census
Bureau. In 2017, the value of
Chinese goods imported to the U.S.
exceeded American goods exports
to China by roughly $375 billion.
Over that same period, the United
States ran a $38.5 billion surplus on
services trade with China.
That means overall, in terms of
both goods and services, the U.S.
trade deficit with China was around
$336 billion.
With which country does
the U.S. have the biggest
trade surplus?
The largest trade surplus in 2017
was with Hong Kong (nearly $35 billion). Following closely behind were
Brazil ($28 billion), Singapore ($20
billion), and the United Kingdom
($14 billion).
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Some better news about this year’s hurricane season
Continued from Page 1)

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which called for five to nine
hurricanes, of which one to four
would be major hurricanes.
Both outlooks call for significantly
less activity than last year, when a
devastating season produced 10
hurricanes, including two Category
5 killers that generated winds of 175

mph or more. Among these was
Hurricane Irma, which buzzed up
the Florida peninsula and caused
the deaths of 12 patients in a Hollywood nursing home.
The Colorado State forecast
calls for a total of 13 named storms,
which means tropical storms or
hurricanes.
Hurricane season runs through
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Nov. 30, with the largest number of
storms typically forming during a
peak that runs from mid-August to
late October.
Scientists said even an average or below average season can
produce storms that devastated
areas where they make landfall and
caution against taking the wrong
message from a reduced forecast.

Send your announcement to
john.bulletin@gmail.com. We’ll help you spread
the word on the many important events taking
place in your community.
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Rotterdam rose from WWII’s ashes to
Europe’s showcase of bold modernity
By Rick Steves

Tribune Content Agency

When traveling in the Netherlands - with its canals, windmills
and tulip fields - it all seems so cute
and sweet; you may find yourself
exclaiming, “Everything’s just so...
Dutch!” But for another side of the
Netherlands, visit the no-nonsense
“second city” of Rotterdam.
Mighty Rotterdam has a gleaming skyline and Europe’s largest
port. Locals say that while the
money is spent in Amsterdam, it’s
made in Rotterdam. They boast that
shirts in Rotterdam are sold with the
sleeves already rolled up.
Once it was quaint and cozy like
Amsterdam, but Rotterdam was leveled by the Nazis
in World War II.
Hitler ordered a
systematic bombing of the city, and its center was,
quite literally, flattened. Following
the bombing, a fire raged for three
days, consuming what was left.
When Hitler threatened to do the
same thing to Utrecht, the Dutch
government surrendered immediately.
Photos of WWII Rotterdam are
startling: A scant few historic buildings are still standing - barely - and
the outlines of the streets around
them are barely visible. But after the
war, rather than rebuild quaint (as
most Dutch towns did), Rotterdammers embraced the chance to go
in another direction: boldly modern.
Ever since, the city has been a
stimulating urban showcase of
architectural experimentation, with
buildings big and small designed
by a Who’s Who of contemporary
architects. You’ll see wildly creative
and futuristic train stations, libraries,
market halls, office towers, bridges,
subway stations, and apartment
complexes that push the envelope
toward science fiction.
In the late 1970s, architect
Piet Blom turned urban housing
on its ear with a striking design:
39 identical yellow cubes, all tilted
up on their corners, each meant
to house a single family. Taken
together, the Cube Houses look
like dozens of dice in mid-toss.
If Rotterdam has a single icon
representing its bold approach to

postwar architecture, this is it. To
get a look inside one of the cubes,
visit the Kijk-Kubus Museum House
(www.kubuswoning.nl).
More arresting architecture is
south of the city center, near the
Erasmus Bridge, which was built
about 20 years ago to link the north
and south banks of the Maas River.
The southern bank, then underdeveloped, exploded into a new
“downtown” zone of commerce. At
the far end stands a lineup of creations - nicknamed “Manhattan on
the Maas” - by some of the world’s
top architects, including Renzo
Piano, Rem Koolhaas and Norman
Foster.
Their works tower over Rotterdam’s harbor,
the ninth largest
in the world. The
port handles
about 30,000 ocean-going vessels
each year - that’s about 80 ships a
day, hauling a total of 420 million
tons of cargo. You can appreciate
the immensity of it all with a harbor
tour. You’ll see the sprawling Staatspark (marked by the Euromast
tower); several innovative waterfront
housing blocks; and one small section of the bustling port, with stacks
upon stacks of containers and a
forest of busy cranes.
But not everything in Rotterdam
is postwar mod. One of the few wellpreserved bits wasn’t even originally
part of Rotterdam - it was the port
for Delft. Historic Delfshaven is just
a short subway ride away from Rotterdam’s city center, but it’s a world
away from the 21st century. There’s
an idyllic canal pulled straight out of
a Vermeer painting, with old boats,
a cantilevered drawbridge, and even
a windmill still churning away in the
distance.
In the heart of the city is Rotterdam’s oldest structure, St. Lawrence
Church - completed in 1525 and
a rare survivor of the 1940 Nazi
bombing campaign. The church’s
nondescript exterior belies its vast,
pristine interior, which sports a huge
organ. If you enter, be sure to look
up to appreciate its roof, one that
was clearly made by a city of shipbuilders - it feels like you’re huddled
beneath an overturned boat.
Grotekerkplein, the “Great

Rick Steve’s Europe

Works by some of the world’s leading architects, including Renzo Piano, Rem Koolhaas and Norman Foster,
line Rotterdam’s harbor. CREDIT: Rick Steves, Rick Steves’ Europe.
Church Square” in front of St. Lawrence Church, honors Rotterdam
native Desiderius Erasmus (14661536) with a 17th-century statue,
which also miraculously survived
the bombing. A great humanist,
Erasmus forged the notion of identifying as European - seeing oneself
as a citizen of the world and not tied
to a single nationality. In many ways
he’s the intellectual forbearer of the

European Union. On the pedestal,
in Dutch, is an excerpt from one
of his most famous remarks: “The
entire world is your fatherland.”
Some dismiss modern Europe
and its attempts at political union
as a “failure.” I’m not blind to the
fact that Europe has its flaws and
is grappling - not always very well
- with some serious challenges of its
own. But I love the Europe of today

- the one Erasmus foresaw - and a
visit to his hometown of Rotterdam,
rising out of the ashes of war, is
a chance to witness its stunning
success.
(Rick Steves (www.ricksteves.com)
writes European travel guidebooks
and hosts travel shows on public
television and public radio. Email
him at rick@ricksteves.com and
follow his blog on Facebook.)

‘Star Wars’ land village will be called Black Spire Outpost
By Dewayne Bevil

Orlando Sentinel (TNS)

When Walt Disney World
visitors go to Star Wars: Galaxy’s
Edge next year, they’ll be able
to visit the village of Black Spire
Outpost via Disney’s Hollywood
Studios theme park.
That’s the latest incremental
news about the under-construction land. Walt Disney Co.
recently announced that the Star
Wars area will open in late fall of
2019 at Hollywood Studios and
debut in Disneyland next summer.
The Black Spire Outpost update
came out of a panel discussion
held during Star Wars: Galactic
Nights, an after-hours, extra-ticket
event held at Hollywood Studios.
Fans had already been told

that the Galaxy’s Edge planet
was going to be Batuu, and Black
Spire, the story goes, is the largest settlement on that planet.
“Off the beaten path, this
outpost has become a haven for
the galaxy’s most colorful — and
notorious — characters,” explains
Imagineer Scott Trowbridge,
supervisor of the project, on a
post on the official Disney Parks
Blog.
“Widely known for the petrified remains of its once towering
ancient trees, the spires now
stand guard across the river
valleys and plains and have
long captured the imagination of
travelers to this planet,” he writes.
“To the first settlers, these petrified spires became more than just

landmarks; they became the heart
of the outpost itself.”
Disney also released two new
conceptual images of Galaxy’s
Edge that show off the spires in
question.
Among the elements of the
14-acre Star Wars: Galaxy’s
Edge will be an attraction that
lets visitors control the Millennium
Falcon and one that puts riders in
the midst of a battle between the
Resistance and the First Order.
Disney is also planning an immersive “Star Wars” hotel.
The project is part of an extensive remodeling of Hollywood
Studios. The most imminent new
feature will be Toy Story Land,
which opened to the public on
June 30.
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Nan Becker receives DRT certificate Motormouth: Drive belts don’t just fall off in the rain
By Bob Weber

Chicago Tribune (TNS)

Recently, a 50-year membership certificate was awarded to Nan Becker
of Angleton. She is a member of the Cradle of Texas Daughters of the
Republic of Texas and served as President of the Chapter and other
offices through the years. Pictured left to right: Bartlett Ramsey,
President DRT, Nan Burkholder Becker of Angleton, and Ann Phillips,
Parlimentarian.

Q: On a recent rainy morning, I
was driving my 1993 Dodge Caravan (just over 100,000 miles) when
the steering suddenly became very
hard. Shortly after that, there was
an electronic beep and the “check
gauges” light came on. I ended up
having it towed to a service station.
The mechanic who worked on it said
that the drive belt got wet and came
off. He put it back on and said that
everything was OK. My questions
are: How does the drive belt get wet
enough to come off? Is everything in
fact OK? Should I take the vehicle in
to have it checked out?
— J.K., Downers Grove, Ill.
A: Accessory drive belts seldom
jump off in a suicidal fit. Either the
belt has stretched (quite unlikely)

or the automatic belt tensioner is
kaput. We like to replace the belt
and tensioner together. Take it in
and have it looked at. BTW, there
are free plastic measuring tools
available at most auto parts stores
and even apps for your smartphone
to evaluate belt wear.
Q: Not long ago, you mentioned
getting torque wrenches calibrated.
Where would you bring them to do
this? I’ve had one for at least 30
years and have never had it calibrated. Help would be appreciated.
— F.B., Westchester, Ill.
A: We used to hand ours over
to the Snap-on tool guy. When he
returned the following week, we got
the torque wrench back. But the
Snap-on guy does not stop at my
office so I surfed the internet. Wow,
there are plenty of places that do the

JA seeking volunteers, installs officers

Junior Achievement of Brazoria County, a local non-profit organization,
began its new fiscal year with a luncheon hosted by BASF.
New officers for the 2018-2019 fiscal year were elected and installed at
the meeting. New officers are: Chairman, Anne Allstott, Branch Manager for
TDECU-Angleton, Vice Chairman Dianna Kile, Owner, Dianna Kile Consulting. & Financial Officer, Marinell Music, owner of Lucy Goose Market.
Junior Achievement is currently seeking volunteers to fill the JA Board
vacancies for the 2018-19 fiscal year. The JA Board is a networking/strategic
board who helps drive the focus of financial literacy, entrepreneurial and
work readiness programs within Brazoria County.
The JA full board meets quarterly from 4-5 p.m. on the fourth Wednesday
of the month at 225 Parking Way in Lake Jackson. JA is also looking for
special event committee members and classroom volunteers.
There are no specific criteria other than wanting to make a difference for
the youth of Brazoria County. Anyone interested please contact Kim Effenberger at (979) 549-0800 or Kimberly.effenberger@ja.org.

Recently installed officers for Junior Achievement of Brazoria County
are Financial Officer Marinell Music, Chairman Anne Allstott and ViceChair Dianna Kile.

July 14
July 28
9am - 3pm

2400 W. Mulberry (Hwy. 35 & 288)

job. Use your favorite search engine
to look for torque wrench calibration.
Q: I was surprised by your answer
to B.A., of Palos Park, Ill., that the
automatic transmission fluid should
have been supplied at no cost due
to the Magnuson-Moss Warranty
Act of 1975. Doesn’t that mean that
dealers should not be charging for
fluids?
— C.W. Des Plaines, Ill.
A: Nice try, but you ain’t gettin’
nothin’ for free. According to the law,
companies may not void a warranty
if something other than their own
brand of parts or fluids are used.
Owners are free to select any brand
they wish as long as it meets the
specifications of the original. For
example, GM cannot void your
warranty if you do not use Dexos
motor oil.
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Nets, which would make it six
plan to raise the average with a
SIDELINE CHATTER the
teams — or possibly seven, if the
return volley of threes.
By Dwight Perry
Nets buy him out — in eight NBA
Draft 1, Ball Family 0
The Seattle Times (TNS)
seasons.
“We want ‘Gelo!” chanted the two
Looks like he needs to change his
dozen or so NBA-draft fans still in
2 up, 3 down
superhero moniker from Superman
attendance before the 60th and final
Brewers reliever Adrian Houser
to Chameleon.
pick was announced.
vomited twice on the mound but
Stop the madness
As in LiAngelo Ball. The choir’s
somehow made it through the top of
Phil Mickelson incurred a twoprayer went unanswered.
the eighth inning against the Phillies
stroke penalty for hitting a moving
Injury of the Week
last Sunday.
ball at the U.S. Open.
He suffered back spasms while
Which certainly puts a whole new
“You can hit a moving ball?”
taking off his pants and landed on
spin on “warmup tosses.”
asked a Baltimore Oriole.
the disabled list — Cubs closer
Smoke gets in your ice
Wrong sport
Brandon Morrow, that is.
Canada will legalize marijuana
The San Francisco Giants have
We would’ve guessed Tiger
nationwide on Oct. 17, Prime Minislost nine leads against the Miami
Woods.
ter Justin Trudeau announced.
Marlins this season.
Fire in the hole
Coming soon to an NHL trophy
Too bad they’re not a football
Here’s one golfer who doesn’t
case near you: the Lady Bong
team: They’d never get called for
consider water a hazard.
Trophy.
holding.
Matt Parziale, who tied for lowDoor 1, Closer 0
Still eating at them
amateur honors at the U.S. Open, is
Giants closer Hunter Strickland
International Smoke, Ayesha
a firefighter from Brockton, Mass.
is out 6-8 weeks after breaking his
Curry’s new restaurant in Houston,
Headlines
hand socking a door after blowing
has been inundated with one-star
— At TheOnion.com: “Every bar
a save.
reviews on Yelp one month before it
patron watching World Cup has difIn other words, his 30th punchout
even opens — courtesy of Rockferent, incorrect definition of offside
of the season was a costly one.
ets fans targeting Warriors hubby
rule.”
On the road again
Steph.
— At Fark.com: “Barry Trotz over
The Hornets have worked out a
Golden State fans, we assume,
to the New York Islanders.”
trade of center Dwight Howard to

Can humans reach even older age? We haven’t maxed out yet

By Melissa Healy

Los Angeles Times (TNS)

On the day that one becomes
an octogenarian, nature bestows
a mathematical birthday gift: a
gradual reprieve from the relentlessly increasing likelihood that he
or she will die in the coming year.
That gift may come as small
comfort against the growing creakiness of joints and the still-mounting probability that the end is nigh.
But an analysis of close to 4,000
very long-lived Italians suggests
that the rise in the risk of imminent
death continues to slow until the
age of 105. After that, researchers
estimate, the chance of making
it to see another birthday holds
steady at roughly 50-50.
Perhaps it’s “nothing to blow a
trumpet about,” said University of
California, Berkeley demographer
Kenneth Wachter. But at least the
mortality rate levels off, the data
suggest.
Wachter and colleagues from
universities in Italy and Germany
published their findings in Friday’s
edition of the journal Science.
For humankind in general,
these findings hint at an intriguing, if largely theoretical, prospect:

that the maximum possible human
lifespan — essentially, the species’
design limit — has not yet been
reached. It may even be extended
by means as yet undiscovered.
If the “oldest old” tell us how long
we could live, then many centenarians could, in principle, get even
older. And maybe older still with the
right elixir.
“This data suggest our genetic
heritage is permissive,” Wachter
said. “Our bodies are not put
together so that at some point,
everything goes wrong.”
Indeed, he said, there’s reason
to believe that some humans could
beat the current longevity record
of 122, which was set in 1997 by
Jeanne Louise Calment of France.
The new research contributes
to a debate that has preoccupied
poets and philosophers for as long
as they have set pen to paper. For
instance, the historian Gaius Plinius
Secundus, better known as Pliny
the Elder, maintained a running tally
of long-lived persons and pondered
the significance of their longevity.
Scientists have been in the fray
since at least 1825. That’s when the
British mathematician and actuary
Benjamin Gompertz published the

first models of human mortality
and asked when, and whether, we
must die.
In the new study, the international team of demographers and
statisticians took advantage of
the proliferation of people who
live well past their 100th birthday.
By calculating and analyzing the
death rates of 3,836 well-documented cases of Italians who lived
to 105 or beyond and combining
them with existing data on mortality rates, the researchers created
a model that reveals the statistical
likelihood of death in every year
of the human lifespan from 65 to
105.
Established demographic data
show that after 65, people grow
more likely to die with every
passing year. And the math is
unforgiving: Each year after 65,
the probability of death rises at a
pace that’s double what it was the
previous year.
But when the researchers
added the 3,836 long-lived Italians
to the earlier data, they saw that
this doubling held up only until the
average human’s 80th birthday.
After that, the rate of increase
began to slow.

MR. MORRIS
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BROOM HILDA

ANIMAL CRACKERS
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By Rick Brooks

By Russel Myers

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

DID YOU KNOW?

• A heat wave occurs when a
system of high atmospheric pressure moves into an area. In such
a high-pressure system, air from
upper levels of our atmosphere is
pulled toward the ground, where
it becomes compressed and
increases in temperature.
• The sun is the main source of
light and heat for things living on
earth.

• When you produce heat that
raises internal temperature, your
heart rate increases and vessels
expand to bring more blood to the
outer layers of skin, where the heat
is released.
If excess heat is not released
fast enough this way or the surrounding air is warmer than your
body, your sweat glands go to
work.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

By Davey Jones

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Pin for hanging
2 Organ associated with van Gogh
3 Crack pilot
4 Frankenstein creator
5 Make wildly happy
6 Legendary big bird
7 Belonging to us
8 Slimming-down strategy
9 Student’s composition
10 Type of shower or gown
11 Sitcom for which Candice Bergen
won five Emmys
12 Most populous continent
13 In __: as a prank
18 Approving bobs
22 Israeli desert
23 Parts of acts
24 Big name in recent Cuban history
25 Drama in which Tatiana Maslany
plays several clones
26 Back-and-forth talk
30 Unmanned spy plane
31 In a bad way
33 “The Dick Van Dyke Show”
surname
34 Listened to, as advice
36 Pan partner
37 Old Ford model
40 They’re tried in court
44 Get in one’s reps
46 Tony winner Tammy
48 Soccer sphere
50 __ card: payment method
52 Block
53 Colombian metropolis
54 Chief Norse god
55 Bone near the radius
56 Mixed-breed dog
60 Before, poetically
61 United
62 Driller’s deg.
63 Palindromic call for help
(C) 2018 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

JULY / FISHIN FIESTA ~ A BULLETIN SPECIAL SECTION

Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

ELM PALM CALM BALM FILM HELM REALM QUALM PSALM
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FOURTH OF
40 1950s RCA innovation ... or this
puzzle’s four longest answers?
41 Hwy., e.g.
ACROSS
21 Remain firm
42 Stat for Cy Young
1 Veggies in Mendel’s experiments
23 Chided
43 Compensated (for)
5 Wear away
27 Slangy affirmative
44 Thesaurus entry
10 Key with five sharps: Abbr.
28 Gives a hoot
45 Top 40 listings
14 Apiece
29 Fingers in a lineup
47 Solidify
15 Name of nearly 20 French kings
32 Pictograph
48 “Space Oddity” singer David
16 Deceptive scheme
35 Award for Tiger Woods or Roger
49 Raised, as horses
17 Albert/Gabor sitcom set on a
Federer
51 Longed (for)
farm
36 Con’s early release
53 Amphitheater
19 Spring flower
38 Spelling contest
57 Jan. honoree
20 Auction unit
39 High degree
58 Garden of Eden exile
59 Tom Selleck police series
64 Scalp parasites
65 Prefix with mural
66 “Go back!” computer command
67 Signs, as a contract
68 __ Tots
69 Thomas Hardy heroine
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Nobody
remembers people who just go
through the motions. The person
who goes the extra mile for perfection wins praise. Don’t be shy about
showing off your abilities and skills
this week.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Welcome exciting new ideas and
talented people into your life in the
week ahead. A chance meeting
may bring you face-to-face with
an extremely attractive or highly
popular person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Loyalty as well as patriotism may
be tested in the week ahead. An
exciting schedule of social activities may extend your network of
contacts and friends. You may face
the unexpected.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Use your social skills to put others
at ease. Share your enthusiasms,
hopes, and wishes with those you
hold near and dear. This could be a
good week to solidify key relation-

ships.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A change of plans is not necessarily an obstacle to achieving your
ambitions this week. There could
be something going on behind the
scenes that help you come out
ahead financially.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Your ambitious work ethic may win
the notice of those in charge as this
week unfolds. At the same time,
your newfound success may spark
a touch of envy in some colleagues.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Don’t give up too soon. Success
may follow a series of failures. The
faster you get preliminary mistakes
and errors out of the way this
week, the sooner you can enjoy the
rewards.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You may not need to look far to
receive the encouragement and
support to get ahead. An adventure
could await you if you stray from the
beaten path in the upcoming week.

History of the World On This Day
JULY 10
1940: The Battle of Britain
began.
1951: Armistice talks to end the
Korean War began at Kaesong.
1985: The Coca-Cola Company
announced that it was bringing
back the original Coke and calling it
Coca-Cola Classic.
1991: Boris Yeltsin was sworn in
as Russia’s first elected president.
JULY 11
1914: Babe Ruth made his major
league baseball debut as a pitcher
for the Boston Red Sox.
1977: The Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., was posthumously
awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom for his work to advance
civil rights.
1982: John and Sharon Toth got
married.
JULY 12
1543: England’s King Henry VIII
married his sixth and last wife,
Catherine Parr.
1960: The first Etch-A-Sketch
went on sale.
1984: Democratic presidential nominee Walter Mondale

announced his choice of runningmate Geraldine Ferraro; Ferraro
was the first woman to run for vice
president on a major party ticket.
JULY 13
1865: P. T. Barnum’s American
Museum, which had featured Tom
Thumb and the original Siamese twins Chang and Eng, was
destroyed by fire.
1930: The first World Cup soccer
competition began in Montevideo,
Uruguay.
1943: The Battle of Kursk,
the largest tank battle in history—involving some 6,000 tanks,
2,000,000 troops, and 4,000 aircraft—ended in German defeat.
1977: A 25-hour blackout hit New
York City, engendering widespread
rioting and looting.
JULY 14
1789: The storming and destruction of Bastille marked the beginning of the French Revolution.
1881: Billy the Kid was shot by
Sheriff Pat Garrett in New Mexico.
1933: In Germany, all political
parties except the Nazi party were
outlawed.

JULY 15
1869: Margarine was patented in
France by Hippolyte Mege Mouries.
1870: Georgia became the last
of the Confederate States to be
readmitted to the Union.
1940: The world’s tallest man (8
feet, 11.1 inches), Robert Wadlow,
died.
1975: The Russian Soyuz and
the U.S. Apollo launched. The
Apollo-Soyuz mission was the first
international manned spaceflight.
2010: After 86 days of gushing oil
into the Gulf of Mexico and several
previous attempts to contain the
flow, BP caps its leaking oil well.
JULY 16
1790: The District of Columbia
was established as the seat of the
United States government.
1867: Joseph Monier patents
reinforced concrete.
1918: Russia’s Czar Nicholas II
and his family were executed by
the Bolsheviks.
1935: The first parking meters
were installed in Oklahoma City.
1945: The first atomic bomb was
tested in Alamogordo, N.M.

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: GLADE PROVE PLIGHT PANTRY
Answer: He couldn’t wait to propose to his girlfriend in person, so he -- GAVE HER A RING

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
You may begin the week with extra
energy and a willingness to explore
uncharted waters and new relationships. Outside influences can’t rock
a rock-solid relationship based on
mutual trust.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Love fits you like a glove. Your interest in the world around may attract
people from diverse backgrounds,
but you may attract that special
someone you have been looking for
as well.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): If
you perform a job well, you expect
to enjoy recognition and adequate
compensation. Your efforts might be
rewarded with more responsibilities
and more tasks this week.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Whether it is a pat on the back or
a foot in the door, use warmth and
assertiveness to your advantage
this week. Get plenty of exercise
and stay fit, especially if you work at
a desk all day.
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Home remedies: How a healthy diet can help manage pain
Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

Good nutrition is an important part of your overall health.
A healthy diet should include a
variety of foods, including fruits,
vegetables, whole grains, low-fat
dairy products, lean proteins and
healthy fats. This gives your body
the nutrients and energy it needs
to function properly.
And a well-balanced diet also
is vital for building your body’s
immune system and healing
power. That’s why nutrition can
be your ally in fighting pain and
inflammation.
“Lifestyle modifications are very
important for helping someone
manage their overall pain,” says
Dr. Tina Ardon, a Mayo Clinic
family medicine physician. “Two
important aspects to think about
upfront are a healthy diet and
maintaining a healthy weight.
These two things can make great
impacts on how someone deals
with their pain.
Is your diet helping … or
hurting?” Research indicates
that there is a link between diet
and inflammation,” says Ardon.
“Although this is a normal process
in response to an injury or an
infection, sometimes inflammation can turn into a chronic

process and actually be widespread
throughout the body.” Long-term
inflammation is linked to several
diseases and conditions, such
as rheumatoid arthritis and heart
disease.” We know that some foods
can contribute to, or exacerbate,
inflammation; whereas, other foods
actually can be helpful for reducing
or preventing inflammation,” says
Ardon.
“Some clues that can make us
think about a nutritional deficiency
may be things like joint pain,
fatigue, disrupted sleep. Even
some skin findings can indicate a
nutritional deficiency,” says Ardon.
“So if a patient is concerned that
that could be something they’re
dealing with, they should speak
to their health care provider and
talk about appropriate testing and
examination.”
PRO-INFLAMMATORY FOODS
Pro-inflammatory foods are foods
that can contribute to inflammation. Most processed foods are
pro-inflammatory, as they tend to
be high in unhealthy fats (including
saturated and transfats), added
sugars, preservatives and refined
carbohydrates.
“In terms of foods that can be
pro-inflammation, those are foods
that include processed foods, car-

bohydrates, high sugars, unhealthy
fats,” says Ardon. Deep-fried foods,
pastries, processed cereals, white
rice, white potatoes, sugar, breads
and red meat are also pro-inflammatory foods.
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY FOODS
“Foods that can help reduce
inflammation, those are things like
our fresh fruits and vegetables,
whole grains, those sorts of things,”
says Ardon.
The nutrients in some foods
have anti-inflammatory or analgesic
properties that can help relieve
pain. Anti-inflammatory foods may
include:
• Fish and other foods that
contain omega-3 fats
Omega-3 fats play a role in
altering the inflammatory process
and regulation of pain. Salmon,
tuna, trout, mackerel and herring
are high in these fats. Soy-based
foods, walnuts, pecans and ground
flaxseed are also good sources of
omega-3 fats.
• Antioxidant-rich foods
Colorful fruits and vegetables,
such as leafy greens, avocados,
beets and berries, are rich in antioxidants. Antioxidants can prevent,
delay or repair some types of cell
and tissue damage. Antioxidants
include certain vitamins, minerals and plant chemicals, such as
vitamin C, vitamin E, carotene, lycopene and flavonoids. A wide variety
of other foods are also rich in antioxidants, such as lentils and beans;

nuts and seeds; whole grains;
green tea; and certain spices, such
as ginger and turmeric.
• Certain dietary supplements
Dietary supplements that have
been shown to help provide a
healthy balance of inflammatory
chemicals in your body include the
botanicals cat’s claw, devil’s claw,
ginger root, turmeric and Boswellia
(frankincense). Other nonherbal
dietary supplements, including
omega-3 fish oil and antioxidants,
are helpful when you don’t get
enough of these nutrients in your
diet. “Recently, there’s been a lot
of discussion regarding vitamin D,
omega-3, turmeric and probiotics,
says Ardon. These can be helpful

for certain patients, but always
recommend to review these
recommendations with your physician.” Always talk to your health
care provider before starting any
supplement regimen because
some dietary supplements can
interact with prescription medications.
“I always encourage patients
to reach out to their primary care
provider or other health care professionals in their care to make
sure whatever dietary changes or
supplements they’re interested
in adding to their regimen are
safe depending on their personal
health history and medications,”
says Ardon.

